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Abstract: The present study aimed to investigate the association between the functional connectivity
(FC) of the olfactory cortex and olfactory performance in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Eighty-two
early PD patients and twenty-one healthy controls underwent structural and resting-state functional
MRI scans, as well as neuropsychological assessments from the Parkinson’s Progression Markers
Initiative database. A whole brain voxel-wise regression analysis was conducted to evaluate the
relationship between the FC of the entorhinal cortex (EC-FC) and olfactory performance. Then, a one-
way ANCOVA, based on the regions of interest, was performed with SPSS to investigate the group
differences and correlation analysis that were used to analyze the relationships between the FC and
neuropsychological assessments. In addition, regression models were used to evaluate the risk factors
for the decreased olfactory function. A significantly negative correlation was observed between the
olfactory performance and the left EC-FC in the right dorsal cingulate gyrus (dCC) in patients. The
PD patients with anosmia exhibited significantly higher FC values than the PD patients with normal
olfaction or the PD patients with mild to moderate microsomia. Except for the olfactory performance,
no significant correlation was detected between the neuropsychological assessments and the FC
values. A linear regression analysis revealed that the increased FC and Geriatric Depression Scale are
independently associated with lower the University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test scores.
The current findings enhanced the understanding of olfactory dysfunction-related pathophysiological
mechanisms in early PD and suggested that the left EC-FC in the right dCC may be a potential
neuroimaging biomarker for olfactory performance.

Keywords: Parkinson’s disease; olfactory performance; entorhinal cortex; resting-state functional
MRI; functional connectivity

1. Introduction

Olfactory dysfunction (OD) is frequently implicated at the prodromal stage of Parkin-
son’s Disease (PD) [1,2]. Still, its pathophysiological mechanism is unclear. Olfactory
testing has been used to identify the early-stage of PD [3]. However, high prevalence of
OD in normal aging and the unclear interaction between olfactory loss and developed PD
lead to the unsatisfactory results of olfactory tests in detecting PD [4–6]. Thus, it is of great
significance to find a neuroimaging biomarker specific to early PD, which may provide
diagnostic and therapeutic values before the onset of motor symptoms.

Parkinson’s disease with olfactory dysfunction (PD-OD) has been studied using task-
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). However, these findings related to the
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olfactory cortex are inconsistent. For example, compared with healthy controls (HCs),
some studies showed decreased activity in the cerebral olfactory system in PD [7–9], and
one study found reduced activation of the olfactory cortex at PD’s early stage [10]. In
contrast, another study reported no significant differences in the olfactory cortex in PD [11].
These inconsistencies might be attributed to different task designs to some extent. For
example, Hummel et al. used either unpleasant or pleasant stimuli, while Georgiopoulos
et al. utilized coffee oil and vanillin [8,11]. By comparison, resting-state functional MRI
(rs-fMRI) has advantages over task-fMRI without deliberate stimulation or intentional
movement involved [12,13], which could avoid the confounding effect of different tasks.

So far, there are few studies using rs-fMRI that examined spontaneous activity in
PD patients’ olfactory cortex. EC is one of the important primary olfactory areas which
are receiving direct olfactory input from the olfactory bulb [14]. Meanwhile, EC is the
“gate” for sensory information from many cortices to enter the hippocampus. A study
reported the direct lateral EC→dCA1 (dorsal Cornu Ammonis) circuit is the key center
for olfactory associative learning [15]. According to previous research, the EC is a critical
region for olfactory function. In addition, the association between the EC and olfactory
performance in PD patients is still poorly understood and not fully investigated. Taken
together, the neural activity of EC in PD patients was specifically of interest in the current
study. We aimed to investigate the association between EC-FC and olfactory performance
using whole brain voxel-wise regression analysis. It was hypothesized that the EC-FC
would be disrupted and associated with the severity of hyposmia in PD.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

Data used in our study came from the Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative
(PPMI) (http://www.ppmi-info.org/data, accessed on 1 December 2020) [16]. All PD
patients met the following criteria (1) have more than one symptom such as rigidity,
bradykinesia, and resting (or have asymmetric bradykinesia or asymmetric resting tremor);
(2) Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y stage) I–II at baseline; (3) SPECT images show dopamine
transporter dysfunction. The following types of PD patients were further excluded from
the current study: (1) any history of nasal and psychiatric or neurological disease; (2) PD
patients accompanied other PD-associated comorbid conditions that significantly affect
olfactory function. The HCs were included by the following criteria: (1) no first-degree
member with idiopathic PD; (2) no current or active clinically diagnosis of neurologic
diseases; (3) Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score of more than 26. The ethical
standards committee approved the study at each PPMI site. Written informed consent was
obtained from all patients. A total of 82 PD patients (63 men, 61.5 ± 10.4 years of age) and
21 HCs (16 men, 61.2 ± 10.3 years of age) were recruited. They underwent both structural
T1 MRI and rs-fMRI scanning at the same time.

2.2. The Clinical and Neuropsychological Rating Scale

All PD patients underwent Hoehn and Yahr staging (H&Y stage), Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), Modified Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living
(ADL), and Scales for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease-Autonomic (SCOPA-AUT).

To measure the neuropsychological state, all participants were administered the MoCA
for global cognition function, the Semantic Fluency total score (SF) and the Letter-Number
Sequencing (LNS) for verbal fluency, the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised (HVLT)
for recall and recognition, the Symbol Digit Modalities score (SDMT) for attention, and the
Benton Judgment of Line Orientation Score (JLO) for visuospatial ability. Depression was
assessed by the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) and the State-Trait Anxiety Index (STAI).

For all participants, the olfactory performance was assessed using the University of
Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test (UPSIT). It’s a ‘scratch-and-sniff’ odor identification
test consisting of the full 40 items [17]. Based on normative UPSIT scores, which were
normalized for sex and age [18], we divided PD patients into four groups: the UPSIT
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scores of above 33 were classified as PD-normal olfaction, and scores <19 were considered
to reflect anosmia. PD patients with mild to moderate or severe macrosomia with the
UPSIT scores between 25 and 33 and 19–25, respectively [19]. All clinical characteristics
and neuropsychological assessments of participants were presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic and neuropsychological characteristics.

PD-Normal
Olfaction
(n = 26)

PD-Mild to
Moderate
Microsmia

(n = 17)

PD-Severe
Microsmia

(n = 18)

PD-Anosmia
(n = 21) p

Age (years) a 62.57 (10.45) 59.12 (10.18) 62.61 (10.06) 57.14 (10.18) 0.230
Gender (male/female) 18/8 11/6 12/6 14/7 0.992
Education (years) 15.19 (3.34) 15.00 (2.45) 15.78 (2.94) 15.24 (2.84) 0.754
Disease duration
(months) 8.31 (9.35) 5.12 (5.59) 5.44 (5.12) 8.00 (9.48) 0.921

GDS 1.46 (1.82) * 2.41 (2.69) 2.44 (1.85) 3.62 (3.20) * 0.047
STAI 60.62 (15. 26) 66.35 (19.23) 70.72 (12.97) 68.71 (23.43) 0.269
MoCA 27.88 (1.48) 27.59 (2.09) 26.78 (1.96) 28.00 (1.41) 0.203
Modified Schwab &
England ADL 91.15 (6.53) 92.65 (5.89) 89.17 (5.75) 90.95 (7.52) 0.453

MDS-UPDRS part III 20.69 (10.30) 17.59 (11.02) 22.06 (11.63) 21.52 (9.40) 0.597
JLO 12.60 (2.93) 11.81 (2.98) 11.69 (1.95) 12.39 (1.79) 0.299
HVLT-R total recall a 49.54 (12.53) 48.12 (14.49) 45.61 (13.73) 44.47 (12.90) 0.584
HVLT-R recognition 49.08 (12.88) 46.18 (14.15) 43.50 (10.11) 44.76 (13.72) 0.138
LNS 12.31 (1.54) 12.18 (2.51) 10.94 (2.29) 10.71 (2.26) 0.066
Semantic fluency a 55.77 (10.23) 49.12 (11.30) 54.72 (11.74) 52.48 (14.47) 0.324
SDMT 46.32 (9.64) 44.39 (10.21) 45.27 (8.75) 43.81 (11.33) 0.844
UPSIT (baseline) 36.38 (1.60) * 30.18 (1.78) * 22.06 (1.96) * 14.67 (2.60) * <0.001
SCOPA-AUT 9.23 (5.85) 11.71 (7.58) 10.33 (5.85) 10.33 (4.18) 0.529

Note: Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation). Gender data were analyzed with χ2 test. Other p values
were derived from the Kruskal Wallis test except for a that was derived from the independent one-way ANOVA.
Bold values indicate significant differences. GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; STAI, State-Trait Anxiety Index;
MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment; MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorder Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale; JLO = Benton Judgement of Line Orientation; HVLT-R = Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised;
LNS = Letter-Number Sequencing; SDMT = Symbol-Digit Modalities Test; UPSIT = University of Pennsylvania
Smell Identification Test; SCOPA-AUT = Scales for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease–Autonomic. * represents
significant group differences in post hoc analysis.

2.3. MRI Data Acquisition

MRI data were acquired using 3.0 Tesla Siemens Scanner (Trio system). Functional
MRI data were acquired with the parameters of TR/TE 2400 ms /25 ms, 40 slices with
3.3 mm thickness, FOV 240 × 240 mm2, 68 × 66 matrix dimension, and 80◦ flip an-
gle. High-resolution structural images were obtained with these parameters of TR/TE
2300 ms/2.89 ms, 176 sagittal slices with 1-mm thickness, 256 × 240 matrix size, and 9◦ flip
angle. FMRI data were obtained by using an EPI sequence that lasted 7 min (210 volumes).

2.4. Rs-fMRI Preprocessing and Functional Connectivity Analysis

Rs-fMRI data preprocessing was performed using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm, accessed on 1 December 2020), and seed-to-voxel correlation analysis was
performed by the FC (CONN) toolbox v20b [20]. The rs-fMRI data preprocessing included
removal of the first 10 functional images to reduce the initial image inhomogeneity, slice
timing correction, coregister, and normalization into MNI space using transformations from
segmentation. Then, images were resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 and smoothed with a 6 mm
FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. Subsequently, images were then bandpass filtered to
0.008–0.09 Hz, and outlier scans were identified by artifact detection tools (ART). In addition,
regression of the six motion parameters and their first-order derivatives, regression of white
matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signals following the implemented CompCor
strategy, and detrending were further included [21].
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The seed region of the bilateral EC was defined using Anatomy toolbox v2.2c [22]. The
correlation coefficients between the seed voxels and the other brain voxels were calculated
in all participants. To improve the normality, the correlation r value was converted to a
z-value using Fisher’s r-to-z transformation [23].

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The statistical software SPSS version 22.0 was used to analyze clinical and neuropsy-
chological data. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test was adopted for all data in order to
choose parametric or nonparametric tests. Kruskal–Wallis testing (for non-parametric test)
or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; for parametric test) was used to comparing the
four groups, followed by Bonferroni’s post hoc test for comparing between groups at a
significance level of p < 0.05.

Whole brain voxel-wise regression analysis was performed to estimate the relationship
between the olfactory performance and the EC-FC values in 82 PD patients. Results were
thresholded based on an uncorrected voxel-wise height threshold of p < 0.001 combined
with an FWE-corrected cluster-wise threshold of p < 0.05. Regions with significant cor-
relations were defined as regions of interest (ROIs), and FC values of these ROIs were
extracted for one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with SPSS to demonstrate dif-
ferences in EC-FC strength among PD-normal olfaction, PD-mild macrosomia, PD-severe
macrosomia, and PD-anosmia groups. Post hoc comparisons were performed using a two-
sample t-test to determine group differences. Furthermore, Pearson correlation analysis
was performed to investigate the relationship between FC values of these ROIs and other
neuropsychological assessments.

In addition, regression models were used to evaluate risk factors for the decreased
olfactory function. When the p value of the variable was less than 0.05 on the univariate
analysis, it entered into the multivariate analysis. A value of p < 0.05 in the multivariate
analysis was considered an independent risk factor of PD. In multiple linear regression, all
the variance inflation factors are less than 10. There is no collinearity between the predictive
variable [24].

3. Results
3.1. Demographic and Neuropsychological Results

Demographic characteristics as shown in Table 1, PD patients in the four groups were
matched in age, gender, education, and disease duration (p > 0.05). Kruskal Wallis test
revealed significant differences in GDS (p = 0.047) and UPSIT (p < 0.001). Post hoc compar-
isons showed significantly higher GDS scores in PD-anosmia compared with PD-normal
olfaction (p = 0.007). UPSIT scores in the four groups were significantly different from each
other (p < 0.001). No significant difference was found in the motor impairment (UPDRS-III
p = 0.597, ADL p = 0.453, SCOPA-AUT p = 0.529) and in the remaining comparisons among
the four PD groups.

3.2. Whole Brain Voxel-Wise Regression Analysis

A significantly negative correlation was observed between the olfactory performance
(measured by UPSIT) and the FC of the left EC in the right dorsal cingulate gyrus (dCC) in
PD patients (r = −0.460 and p < 0.001, Figure 1).

One-way ANOVA analysis revealed significant differences in FC (p = 0.001) among
PD groups with different degrees of olfactory dysfunction. Post hoc comparisons showed
that PD patients with anosmia exhibited significantly higher FC values than the PD with
normal olfaction or PD with mild to moderate microsomia (PD with anosmia vs. PD with
normal olfaction, p < 0.001; PD with anosmia vs. PD with mild to moderate microsomia,
p = 0.021, Figure 1). Meanwhile, the left EC-FC values in the right dCC were also extracted
in HCs (0.048 ± 0.020). The post hoc comparisons corrected for multiple comparisons.

Except for olfactory performance, no significant correlation was detected between
neuropsychological assessments and FC values.
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Figure 1. A significantly negative correlation between the olfactory performance and the FC of the
EC. The scatterplots indicate a negative correlation between FC of the left EC-right dCC and UPSIT
scores in all PD patients. The bar chart shows the FC of the left EC-right dCC values in the five
groups. Note: The results were thresholded based on an uncorrected voxel-wise height threshold of
p < 0.001 combined with an FWE-corrected cluster-wise threshold of p < 0.05. Post hoc comparisons
were performed using two-sample t-tests to determine group differences in the extracted FC values.
Abbreviations: FC, functional connectivity; EC, entorhinal cortex; dCC, dorsal cingulate gyrus; UPSIT,
University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test; HCs, healthy controls; *** represents p < 0.001.

3.3. Regression Models for Risk Factors Evaluation

As shown in Table 2, except for FC values of the left EC-right dCC, GDS, LNS, and
STAI scores showed significant associations with the olfactory performance of PD in the
correlation analysis (p < 0.05). Furthermore, multiple linear regression analysis found that
FC values are independently associated with decreased olfactory performance (FC values:
p < 0.001, Standardized coefficient = −0.418) (see Table 3).
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Table 2. Correlations between clinical characteristics and dCC functional connectivity between the
left EC and the right dCC in patients with PD.

Clinical Characteristics
Olfactory Values

Statistics Values FC Values UPSIT Scores

Age r −0.005 0.146
p 0.964 0.189

GDS
r 0.110 −0.305
p 0.325 0.005 *

STAI
r 0.068 −0.223
p 0.544 0.044 *

MoCA
r 0.155 0.059
p 0.164 0.594

Modified Schwab & England ADL r −0.015 0.031
p 0.895 0.784

MDS-UPDRS part III r −0.045 −0.089
p 0.687 0.426

JLO
r −0.152 0.049
p 0.173 0.66

HVLT-R total recall
r 0.030 0.175
p 0.789 0.117

HVLT-R recognition r −0.061 0.181
p 0.589 0.104

LNS
r −0.170 0.288
p 0.126 0.009 *

Semantic fluency r −0.124 0.044
p 0.268 0.696

SDMT
r 0.046 0.103
p 0.684 0.356

SCOPA-AUT
r 0.099 −0.08
p 0.375 0.476

Note: Pearson correlation analysis was performed to investigate the relationship between clinical characteristics
and dCC functional connectivity between the left EC and the right dCC in patients with PD. Abbreviations:
GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; STAI, State-Trait Anxiety Index; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment;
MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorder Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; JLO = Benton Judge-
ment of Line Orientation; HVLT-R = Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised; LNS = Letter-Number Sequencing;
SDMT = Symbol-Digit Modalities Test; UPSIT = University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test; SCOPA-
AUT = Scales for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease–Autonomic; * p < 0.05.

Table 3. Linear regression between UPSIT and FC.

Standardized
Coefficient (B)

p Value
95% CI of B

Lower Upper

Independent variables
Age 0.128 0.193 −0.057 0.276
Male: 0, female: 1 −0.046 0.654 −4.61 2.950
GDS −0.238 0.168 −2.031 0.360
STAI 0.032 0.850 −0.144 0.174
LNS 0.166 0.100 −0.132 1.469
FC of the Lt.EC-Rt.dCC * −0.418 <0.001 −51.296 −18.045

Note: GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; STAI, State Trait Anxiety Index; LNS = Letter-Number Sequencing; FC,
functional connectivity; EC, entorhinal cortex; dCC, dorsal cingulate gyrus; * p < 0.05.

4. Discussion

Our study aimed to detect an association between the FC of the EC and olfactory
performance in early PD patients. We found a significantly negative correlation between
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the olfactory performance and the FC of the left EC-right dCC in PD patients. Except
for olfactory performance, no significant correlation was detected between neuropsycho-
logical assessments and FC values. Further linear regression analysis revealed the GDS
scores and FC of the left EC-right dCC were independent risk factors associated with
olfactory performance.

The EC, as one of the primary olfactory cortices, plays a crucial role in receiving
direct olfactory input from the olfactory bulb [14]. Braak reported that Lewy bodies first
appear in the olfactory nerves; furthermore, Silveira-Moriyama et al. reported Lewy bodies
in the primary olfactory cortex appeared very early in PD, which may cause olfactory
dysfunction [25–27]. In the present study, a significant negative correlation was found
between the olfactory performance and the FC of the left EC-right dCC in early PD patients.
This finding is consistent with the results of pathological studies, suggesting that EC may
be one of the earliest brain regions involved in PD. Meanwhile, we used the second-level
statistics implemented in the CONN toolbox in four PD groups defining the bilateral EC as
the seed regions. However, no voxel survived and corrected multiple comparisons between
groups. In addition, it is noteworthy that the FC values are relatively small. These may be
due to the small sample size for each PD group.

The cingulate gyrus is also engaged in multiple symptoms in PD [28]. As the projected
subdivision of the secondary olfactory structure, the cingulate gyrus may affect the reg-
ulation of olfactory responses [29]. On this basis, the current finding might suggest that
the cingulate gyrus can possibly be involved in olfactory dysfunction in early PD, support-
ing previous research as demonstrated by diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and olfactory
fMRI [30,31].

Further one-way ANOVA and post hoc analysis of the extracted FC strength revealed
that PD patients with anosmia exhibited the highest EC-FC values in the dCC compared to
other PD groups. Furthermore, the EC-FC values in this region in HCs (0.048 ± 0.020) also
demonstrated no significant differences compared to PD patients with extracted anosmia
(0.075 ± 0.020). Of note, PD patients with normal olfaction exhibited significantly lower
FC values than PD patients with anosmia, and PD patients with anosmia do not differ
from healthy controls. Some studies reported a complex pattern of olfactory network
dysregulation in PD [7,32]. PD patients with normal olfaction exhibited the lowest FC
values may suggest disrupted signal transmission as a direct effect of neurodegeneration
within EC. Within olfactory information processing, there are alterations in the modu-
lation of neuroplasticity [10]. Previous research has reported increased ReHo (Regional
homogeneity) in the left ACC/PCC in PD patients with hyposmia [33]. In line with this
view, in the present study, hyperactivation in PD patients with anosmia is possibly due to
compensatory mechanisms. These findings might imply a compensatory mechanism that
contributes to upregulated activity associated with olfactory dysfunction.

The EC and cingulate gyrus are not only important regions for olfaction but also for
cognition. The potential prediction of severe hyposmia in the subsequent development
of PD dementia has been reported previously [34–36]. However, no significant cognitive
decline was identified between groups of these early PD patients, which usually occurs at
the late stage of PD, which may exclude the confounding effect of cognitive status to some
extent. In this context, the findings may suggest a possible biological contributor to PD’s
olfactory dysfunction.

We additionally performed the correlation analysis between the other neuropsycholog-
ical assessments and Lt. EC-FC values in Rt.dCC to further explore the association between
these neuropsychological performance and neural activity changes in PD. As showed in
the Table 2, no significant correlation was detected, which might further suggest that the
current findings are less likely to be confounded by other neuropsychological assessments.

Furthermore, we conducted the multivariate linear regression analysis, and we found
that the FC of the left EC-FC in the right dCC is independently associated with olfactory
dysfunction. Studies show that olfactory dysfunction has a certain relationship with
cognitive decline [37,38]. However, we do not find an association between cognitive
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decline and olfactory dysfunction. Perhaps we need more patients for further study.
Longitudinal studies are needed to determine if the olfactory impairment is associated with
non-motor symptoms.

There are still several limitations in this study. Firstly, although the current findings
survive a rigorous threshold, the relatively small sample size may limit the generalization
of this finding. Secondly, the potentially confounding effect of chronic dopaminergic
medications on olfaction is required to be taken into account in further study. Thirdly,
because of the heterogeneity and multiple subtypes of PD [39,40], there is not a very
appropriate brain region as the control seed. In further studies, we will recruit more specific
subtypes of PD patients using an appropriate control seed region. Fourthly, the FC values
are relatively small. It may be due to a small sample size for each PD group. Thus, to
further understand the physio-pathological mechanisms of this disease and confirm the
current findings, large- scale and longitudinal cohort studies are further required.

5. Conclusions

The findings offer new evidence that compensatory upregulation of neural activity
occurs in the brain region responsible for the olfactory information processing, which
suggests that the FC characteristic may be a potential neuroimaging biomarker for early
PD. Moreover, the olfactory performance combined with FC of left EC-right dCC might
improve the diagnostic accuracy of early PD.
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